Referrals for CT scans in mild TBI patients can be aided by the use of a brain electrical activity biomarker
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Heightened awareness of the potential short and long-term consequences of mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI or concussion) has resulted in an increase in Emergency Department (ED) visits for traumatic head injury, even as the volume of overall ED visits has remained stable over the same period of time [1]. While the vast majority (~95%) of these head injured patients are mild, >80% receive CT scans of which ~91% are found to be negative [2]. The rising number of negative CT findings, cost, radiation exposure, and ED resource utilization, has led to an increased need for reliable predictors of intracranial injury in the mild head injured population [3].

Several decision rules (such as New Orleans Criteria and Canadian CT Head Trauma Rule) have demonstrated high sensitivity but have extremely poor specificity [4-7] and when strictly applied, are not applicable to significant portions of the population [8,9]. A developing literature attests to the utility of quantitative EEG based biomarkers for prediction of the likelihood of intracranial injuries visible on CT scan in the mild head injured population [10,11].

This retrospective analysis is based on data from an independent validation trial using the BrainScope® One EEG-based structural injury algorithm in mildly presenting head injured patients (N = 719, age 18-85, GCS 13-15, evaluated within 3 days of injury). All subjects provided informed consent. The BrainScope One assessment is based on 5-10 min of eyes closed EEG acquired from frontal and frontotemporal regions and selected clinical risk factors [12,13]. In the validation trial, Hanley and colleagues (2017) reported a binary classification sensitivity of 92% for any finding visible on CT scans, with specificity 2-6 times higher than obtained using the decision rules, NPV of 98%, and an area under the curve of 0.82 [14]. The performance of two decision pathways, measured against an independently adjudicated positive or negative CT finding, is compared in this analysis. The first pathway, representing Clinical Site Practice, follows the clinical judgement of the ED physician at the clinical site for referring patients for a CT scan according to standard of care. The second follows the use of BrainScope One structural injury determination as an input to CT scan referral.

Clinical site practice (Fig. 1) resulted in the referral of 78.4% of the population (564 patients) for a CT scan. In this group, 156 patients were later adjudicated to be CT positive, i.e., “true positives” and 408 patients were later adjudicated to be CT negative, i.e., “false positives”. The proportion of false positives within the patients referred for CT scanning, i.e., the “false discovery rate”, in this pathway was 72% (=408/564). On the other hand, use of the BrainScope One assessment (Fig. 2) as input for CT referral would have resulted in a positive structural injury classification for 57.9% of the population (416 patients). This is a 26% reduction (= (564 − 416) / 564) compared to clinical site practice. In this group, 144 were “true positives” and 272 were “false positives” representing a 33.3% reduction (= (408 − 272) / 408) in the number of false positives. In addition, a significantly lower false discovery rate of 65% (= 272/416) was achieved compared to the clinical site practice (one-sided comparison, p = 0.01). The BrainScope One device can contribute to reduced overscanning without compromising the overall clinical performance as evidenced by the reduction in the number of false positives by 33%.
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The reduced overscanning and false discovery rates do not take into consideration the existence of a small number of false negatives (7.7%). The corresponding false negative number for the clinical site practice pathway cannot be estimated because for these cases, the CT was not ordered. However, it is important to note that none of the false negatives required neurosurgery or returned to the hospital for exacerbation of symptoms or additional neuroimaging, all had GCS = 15, and none had any focal neurological signs.

This retrospective analysis demonstrates that the rapid assessment obtained at the point of care using this easy to use, non-invasive, handheld BrainScope One technology has the potential to significantly contribute to decreasing unnecessary CT scans in the mild head injury population. While not intended to replace a CT scan, the addition of such quantitative, objective information could significantly impact confidence of scanning decisions by the evaluating physician, unnecessary radiation exposure for the patient, as well as cost to the health care system.
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